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Filling in the Cracks of Culture 

 

Film preservation in practice really means duplicating films, whether it's for archives 

or commercial interests, and no one is going to spend that kind of money and time on a 

film that doesn't have commercial value. Most film archives can't really afford to 

recognize the cultural history embedded in these captured everyday moments. There's 

just not enough space in archives and there's not enough money in it.i  

–Diana Little, Cineric, Inc. 

 

Traditionally, film archives are institutions that preserve commercial motion 

picture films made for mainstream cinematic viewing and that hold commercial value. 

These films are preserved to protect the investments of studios and to preserve the 

history of cinematic art and technological development of the industry. As the field 

developed and film archives were formed, preservation work focused exclusively on 

these major motion pictures. In a field where preservation work is costly and public 

funding is limited, these commercial films were the ones deemed worthy of saving.  

While the films held at major, established film archives are certainly documents 

of cultural history, other moving image artifacts that document our cultural history are 

produced by amateurs, governments, corporations, and families, to name a few. It is this 

type of film to which Diana Little refers in the above quote, the films for which public 

funding is not widely available. Independent film collectors often discover and preserve 

the films that lie outside of the mainstream, films that document subcultures, forgotten 
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histories, and local regions. These independent collectors contribute to our moving 

image history by sharing their collections of rare or unusual niche films with a wider 

audience, archiving their films with an emphasis on screenings as a means of access for 

the public.  

Through a close examination of Stephen Parr’s collection and practices at 

Oddball Film + Video Archive in San Francisco, the story of offbeat film materials, their 

value to the public, and their means of preservation are discussed. A focus on several 

genres of material from Parr’s collection expose significant instances of Oddball 

preserving extensive records of cultural history that are both valuable and widely 

disregarded by public institutions. Because Oddball and other similar archives function 

as for-profit stock footage libraries, archival ethics, especially that of the archivist’s 

mission of public access, come into question. Is Oddball an archive? Does the definition 

of an archive need revising to include these small institutions that perform crucial 

preservation work by generating a profit? By exploring both Oddball’s archival policies 

and its role in preserving neglected film materials, this paper attempts to discover this 

sector of the film community’s place in the archives field. 

 

Defining Orphan Films 

Although film archives as institutions are now firmly in place throughout the 

world, many films are left without a home. In the 1990s, these materials began to receive 

widespread attention in the archival community and became known as “orphan films.” 

An orphan film is defined by the creators of the Orphan Film Symposium as:  

 a motion picture abandoned by its owner or caretaker. More generally, the 

term refers to all manner of films outside of the commercial mainstream: 
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public domain materials, home movies, outtakes, unreleased films, 

industrial and educational movies, independent documentaries, 

ethnographic films, newsreels, censored material, underground works, 

experimental pieces, silent-era productions, stock footage, found footage, 

medical films, kinescopes, small- and unusual-gauge films, amateur 

productions, surveillance footage, test reels, government films, 

advertisements, sponsored films, student works, and sundry other 

ephemeral pieces of celluloid.ii  

The unconventional films and footage housed by Oddball Film + Video largely fit into 

this definition, although orphan works not included in this definition, such as 

pornography and erotica, also make up a large part of Oddball’s collection. Interest in 

orphan films progressed to the point of the formation of an “orphan film movement” in 

the early 2000s, and many regional and specialized archives took up the cause. While 

this increased attention to the preservation of orphan films is significant, the number of 

orphan works that continue to surface is astounding, making work done by independent 

archives such as Oddball increasingly valuable. 

 

Collectors and Archives  

The history of film archives begins as a history of film collecting. Pioneering film 

collectors who are often associated with the beginnings of film archives, such as Henri 

Langlois or James Card, contributed their collections that evolved into two of the most 

prestigious film archives in the world. A fierce dedication to and love of film drove their 

collecting practices.  Langlois’ life was literally consumed by his collecting efforts and 

development of the Cinémathèque Française. He strove to save every film he could 
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acquire and took great personal risks to do so. Langlois once said that “Henri Langlois 

does not exist; only exists the Cinémathèque Française,”iii offering a peek into his view 

of his life’s work. Likewise, Card tirelessly collected films and film artifacts with a 

particular devotion to the quickly disappearing films of silent cinema and nitrate films 

from the Hollywood era of the 1920s-1940s. These men collected with the mentality that 

they were rescuing film.  

Similarly, Stephen Parr has rescued film from flippant disposal and decay for 

over twenty years, building a film collection that now contains approximately 50,000 

items on both film and videotape. Parr has always been a collector of Americana, saving 

music, paper, posters, and, of course, films. His impressive film collection began 

because of his love for the material, as a passion for American culture and the discovery 

of surprising and provocative images he found on film. He describes his entry into the 

film archives profession as a result of something he engaged in for personal enjoyment, 

not an endeavor that would serve as a means of income.  

Parr was a student of intermedia at the Center for Media Studies in Buffalo in the 

1970s, focusing on film, video art, and electronic music. He initially used archival 

footage to create new art in the form of video montages that served as background 

visuals at galleries and nightclubs. His montages conveyed the idea of “image riffing,” a 

seemingly “chaotic and random process of piecing elements from black and white clay-

mation shorts, airline ad spots and religious films, to clips of arty Italian Bond-like 

thrillers.”iv Parr used films others deemed worthless to find new levels of meaning and 

contrast as he juxtaposed images to explore cultural ironies and the triviality of what is 

considered meaningful and acceptable art.  
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Parr would come upon films through word of mouth or literally find films thrown 

in a dumpster. When acquiring materials, Parr said he seeks “[a]nything that truly 

resonates, anything one of a kind,” v valuing the films for their uniqueness and rarity. 

His collection spans many subjects and genres, including items “shot for apparently no 

reason and for no economic gain,”vi as well as amateur films, B movies, commercials 

from bygone eras, erotica, newsreels, and industrial or educational films that we would 

now consider campy. This “camp quality” is part of what Parr tried to expose with his 

montage reels that fuse images from both high and popular culture, a practice he now 

employs when curating collections for screening programs at Oddball. The materials in 

Parr’s collection expose tastes, cultural trends, and artistic trends that are not 

documented in archives with high visibility, such as national archives or renowned 

institutions. 

As his collection grew, people began to approach Parr with film collections that 

had no permanent repository or to inquire about use of his films for projects. As Parr 

developed a name in the film community, he says his transition from an independent 

collector to stock footage library and archive developed naturally. Parr distinguishes 

himself as an archivist as well as a collector, noting his belief that material is not meant 

to sit in vaults or be piled in basements. What makes his collection an archive or library 

in his eyes is its utilization. While he does not like to put complicated labels on his work, 

Parr says that he currently spends most of his time being an archivist because his 

collection is now a set of holdings used by others, the films have to be processed, so 

archiving the films takes up most of his time at work. He notes that as time passes, more 

of his work will be in preservation.vii  
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The notion of a collection qualifying as an archive due to the use of its materials 

by others is not one believed by Parr alone. Skip Elsheimer of A/V Geeks in Raleigh, 

North Carolina began collecting when he purchased 500 educational films at an auction 

for $50 roughly twenty years ago. While Elsheimer would argue that he has not fully 

transitioned to a “legitimate” archive, by opening up his collection and making it 

available to the public, he is no longer strictly a collector.viii He states that in general, he 

has found that “collectors hoard and keep their collections quiet, and archives tend to 

open them up more.”ix Elsheimer’s collection has grown to around 23,000 educational 

films, mostly used for government or industrial training purposes in their original state. 

Elsheimer uses A/V Geeks to focus on access through screening, what he considers to be 

the first step in preservation.   

Collector Jay Schwartz of Philadelphia’s The Secret Cinema has been collecting 

8mm and 16mm films since the 1970s. His collection has grown from a pile in the corner 

of his apartment closet to an organized collection in rented warehouse space. 

Scopitones, music documentaries and concert footage, home movies, vintage 

pornography, amateur film, lost feature films, cult films, and B movies comprise his 

collection, a collection that is built on Schwartz’s wide-ranging interests. He takes in 

material that holds personal intrigue for him, side-stepping a prescribed theme or 

genre, but emphasizes the importance of showing films that are not otherwise being 

shown and showing them in their original format, always on film. Schwartz states that 

he “acquire[s] things  . . . as a collector, and [does his] best to preserve them and share 

them as an archivist.”x   

Where one crosses the threshold from collector to archivist is a complicated line 

to draw. While allowing others to benefit from their films’ safekeeping by granting 
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access to a collection is one stalwart of archival practice, screenings alone do not qualify 

a collection as an archive. Further examination of archival policies and procedures is 

required to determine how these collectors-turned-archivists fit into the archival 

picture.  

 

The Archival Line in the Sand 

 The traditional archival practices in preservation and access are already 

complicated when applied to film archives. The non-standardization of procedures and 

policies across the moving image archives field is a frequently-discussed topic. Film 

archives that handle orphan films stand further outside of traditional archives because 

the material cannot always follow strict archival arrangement. When the filmmaker or 

production company is known, films can be arranged chronologically within a series of 

actor or director, but in the case of orphan films, provenance and original order are 

frequently impossible to determine. Film archives also differ from the strict definition of 

archives because the original film artifact is not typically handled by researchers due to 

the fragility of the medium or the absence of playback equipment. So, as it stands, the 

nature of a film archive has already been adapted to fit the medium. 

While archival systems at Oddball are even further adapted to fit its budget and 

the scope of its work, the basic functions of an archive are performed. Oddball 

maintains both physical and intellectual control over their materials, acquires and 

appraises new materials, ensures their films’ long-term preservation, assists 

researchers, and plans or contributes to screenings, publications, and outreach 

programs.xi 

 Films at Oddball are cataloged using their own system. As collections are brought 
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in, the films are sorted and those with duplicates copies are viewed to find the two best 

copies. Oddball then attempts to find homes for copies of the films they do not keep. The 

films are cataloged into a database using Filemaker Pro, and those that are digitized are 

synced to Quicktime, so they are viewable in the database. The films are indexed with a 

specific number and letter combination that is a reference point for its location in the 

stacks. Some keywords are used, but, as is common in small archives, no system such as 

LOC subject headings or DublinCore are employed.xii When a customer requests 

footage, Oddball makes a digital transfer of the film then uploads it to the client. They 

can also still be transferred to a standard definition video if requested. Films digitized 

for customers then become a part of Oddball’s digital library and are categorized by 

subject, as evidenced by the subject guide on Oddball’s website. Categories such as 

“People From History,” “Film – Motion Picture History,” “Oddities – Children,” 

“Exotica – Animals, “Technology – Industry,” or “Fads and Movements” provide 

primary access points for finding footage in Oddball’s archive. 

 All of Oddball’s films are stored at the archive or in a small storage facility. Films 

are not regularly duplicated film to film, but the originals are preserved as best as 

possible. Oddball does not use temperature control, but keeps films stored in a 

moderate climate. When films do come in with vinegar syndrome, those films are 

isolated and molecular sieves are put in the cans and changed regularly. This type of 

preservation work is common for small archives with limited funding and does a 

sufficient job of keeping films safe and usable.  

 The primary practice at Oddball and other independent film archives that is 

controversial and inconsistent with archival practice concerns the ethics of access and 

trust. According to the Society of American Archivists’ “Code of Ethics for Archivists,” 
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“Archivists should not profit or otherwise benefit from their privileged access to and 

control of historical records and documentary materials,” and aside from specific 

restrictions to protect privacy, archivists should “strive to promote open and equitable 

access to their services and the records in their care without discrimination or 

preferential treatment, and  . . .  recognize their responsibility to promote the use of 

records as a fundamental purpose of the keeping of archives.”xiii 

 Oddball Film + Video functions as a for-profit organization, using licensing fees to 

sustain the collection’s preservation and screening programs. Oddball’s for-profit status 

directly affects its preservation and access policies. Films at Oddball can be viewed at 

screenings or if one goes to the physical archive, but online, Oddball’s catalog can be 

browsed only by viewing thumbnails and descriptions of films. Aside from some 

instances of Parr donating videos for use on some compilation works such as the Home 

Movie Day DVD, viewing Oddball’s footage and using it for filmmaking or scholarly 

purposes is not possible unless it is paid for. Some sample reels that are montages of 

selected footage may be viewed on the website, but films cannot be viewed in full online. 

 Some ambiguity is created by Parr’s role as the founder and director of the San 

Francisco Media Archive (SFMA), a non-profit institution where materials can be 

donated for a tax write-off. It seems that SFMA holds films and footage that are more 

Bay Area-centric and less “quirky,” but that are still neglected by governmental or 

national institutions. The SFMA website states that they hold, preserve, and create 

access to “important historical and contemporary documentaries, educational films 

designed to inform, feature films produced for entertainment, independent and avant 

garde films by cinematic visionaries, industrial sponsored films showcasing 

manufacturing and business, television and news film including newsreels, television 
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news films, promotional advertisements and b-roll, [and] outtakes and trims.”xiv It is 

unclear from SFMA’s website if payment is required for use of materials, and it is also 

unclear where SFMA’s collection ends and Oddball’s begins. If Parr is not already doing 

so, SFMA may be a good platform for access, allowing the materials to be used free of 

charge under the SFMA banner for research and educational purposes, while use in 

commercial ventures and filmmaking can be paid for through Oddball.  

 From a business perspective, collecting licensing fees makes sense for Oddball, 

who acknowledges that the archive is more commercially-oriented than most, but the 

role of archivists in making historical documents publicly available for research and 

education are limited by this practice. Because public funding is scant, this may very 

well be the best approach for private archives in the interest of preserving their 

materials. Perhaps generating a profit should not disqualify non-governmental 

institutions, to whose records citizens have an absolute right to access, from being 

considered archives in the professional community. Another possible approach is one 

employed by A/V Geeks that is a sort of hybrid access system. Elsheimer has a 

browsable catalog on his website of films for purchase and DVDs for sell, but also 

features some videos in the library that may be viewed free of charge and could, for 

instance, be used in a classroom or cited in papers such as this one. This system 

promotes access and encourages the use of materials while still finding a way to perform 

urgent preservation work and keep the small institution afloat. 

  Upholding the archival functions of not only access, but also education, outreach, 

and preservation is the use of screening programs, which emerges as a persistent and 

overreaching theme when researching these small archives. Archivists act in a capacity 

as curator when organizing these programs, fulfilling various purposes for each of them. 
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Parr emphasizes that making these films accessible to the public through the programs 

is what makes Oddball an archive and not simply a vault. For Elsheimer, screenings are 

the first step in preservation. By showing his films publicly, they are being preserved in 

public memory; the content is being seen by modern audiences. Elsheimer says that 

while he enjoys the challenge and finesse of curating a program, his real “mission is to 

get the average person to think about these films and think about them as cultural 

artifacts. To try to instill in them the sense that these are important; there are films that 

are not feature films that require work, and they can tell stories about us.”xv What seems 

to most compel Jay Schwartz’s work is the integrity in showing film and capturing a 

cinematic experience. With a community-oriented approach, Schwartz often shows his 

films in coffeehouses or bars, “turning different environments into a temporary movie 

theater -- always using real film.”xvi Schwartz aims to preserve films not widely seen, his 

public viewing approach capturing “the theatrical paradox of ‘mass intimacy’, which 

combines a desire to leave the familiar surroundings of the house and to be part of a 

community that is larger than the self with the desire for an intimate experience of a 

film that speaks directly to you.”xvii 

 Matthew Tietelbaum of the Art Gallery of Ontario in Toronto writes that “curating . 

. . is a process of learning in public,”xviii and this truth can be seen in screening programs 

Parr curates that explore themes that range from “Dada and Surrealism in Hollywood 

Movies of the 1930s” to "Chicano: Brown and Proud" to "Secret Science and Bizarre 

Beliefs: More Films from the Moody Institute of Science.” Parr invests a good deal of 

time and energy in researching and writing film notes to accompany each screening 

program, which can take from eight to ten hours of work to compose. These notes 

provide in-depth histories of the thematic subject of the program, histories of the 
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filmmakers and their past works, histories of the films being screened, and technical 

specifications and film techniques used in the production of the films. In some film 

notes, Parr will discuss at length his intention in including particular films and what he 

might like the audience to consider as they watch. Occasionally, he even includes 

exploratory questions for the audience. For instance, in the film notes for the “Jam Z 

Jammerz: See, Reappear + Breathe” program in 2008, the film notes included this list of 

questions: 

- Did the electric environment kill or save humanity? 

- Did television renew the art museum?  

- Why did James Joyce make TV the hidden ground in his 1939 book “Finnegan’s 

Wake”?  

- Can the banality of satellite-speed-up cause epiphanies? 

- What have we forgotten about social amnesia? 

- Who is jamming the jammers? 

 Using the programs to inform and provide challenging questions encourages 

audience members to truly study the films being screened, capitalizing on the 

opportunity to use short film programs for public learning. In speaking on the process of 

learning through use of a short film program she curated, Karyn Sandlos, a professor of 

Art Education at the School of the Art Institute Chicago, says that with these programs, 

“learning does not follow predictable paths. [The films] share an interest in ambiguity, 

nonsense, and provocation. Approaching from the past, from the peripheral limits of 

perception, their impact is unforeseen.”xix This is certainly also the case with the short 

film programs Parr curates for Oddball as “the impact of defamiliarization, of being 

taken by surprise, and of finding pleasure in paradox”xx are used to stimulate and 
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educate the audience. 

 Despite holding films that stand outside the mainstream, Oddball remains an 

active part of its local community, the film community, and the moving image archives 

community.  Oddball invites guest curators to create programs, does programs in 

partnership with local cinemas or repertory theaters, puts together programs to 

accompany events throughout the city, and employs interns who use their time at 

Oddball to gain professional experience in the moving image archives field. Parr is also 

an active member of The Association of Moving Image Archivists, AMIA, hosting panels 

at AMIA’s annual conferences and partnering with fellow AMIA members to share ideas 

through presentations on how their archives fit into the community at large and possible 

solutions for best practices in their archives. His role in these various communities 

serves to strengthen the argument that although Oddball profits from its materials, it is 

indeed an archive.  

 

Filling in the Cracks of Culture 

 Part of what is so important about the films acquired by Oddball and similar 

archives is that they represent some films, filmmakers, and cultures that public archives 

either do not consider a priority for preservation or do not have the freedom to freely 

represent for fear of controversy over use of public funding in preserving risqué 

materials. Parr describes one recent film screening at Oddball that “featured films about 

Indian farm women, Indian marriage ceremonies, a discussion of the female orgasm, a 

discussion of gender and race roles, of Oakland in the mid 70s. All of those films really, 

in their own way, showcased various cultural aspects of gender and race and 

sexuality.”xxi This important type of discourse is a function of private archives that are at 
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liberty to examine contentious issues through the films in their repositories. Also, with 

the inclusion of films made outside of studios, alternative approaches to filmmaking 

may also be analyzed. 

The erotica and pornography held at Oddball is an excellent example of material 

public institutions hesitate or resist preserving. Having adult materials in their 

collections would introduce a new set of legal challenges in access policies. While the 

Library of Congress does have some adult material in its collection, it is not publicized, 

easily accessible, or available for browsing along with their collections online. 

Additionally they have not acquired any significant amount of materials since the early 

1980s.xxii  The material that is accessible is typically Men’s magazines, such as Playboy 

or Hustler, or paper erotica material that could be considered rather tame by today’s 

standards. The National Film Registry has yet to include an adult film on its list of works 

for preservation. 

 Adult films received some scholarly attention in the 1980s with the emergence of 

“cultural studies” in academia, but even then, film scholars largely ignored pornography 

even as they began to credit other previously neglected films as culturally significant. As 

pornography scholar Linda Williams suggests, pornography is “consigned to a space of 

supposed privacy and is not acknowledged as part of the cultural mainstream[;] it has 

become a kind of elephant in the room . . . often treated as unofficial knowledge.”xxiii 

This is unfortunate, as pornography actually provides an excellent platform for scholars 

to examine “the ways in which minority groups, including pregnant women, racial 

minorities, sexual minorities, the sexually adventurous, drug users, and the diseased, 

have been constructed as social ‘others.’ In many instances adult films are some of the 

only motion pictures to have dealt with controversial topics in a direct fashion: birth 
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control, childbirth, abortion, venereal disease, sex education, promiscuity, 

homosexuality, drug use, issues of the body and of pleasure.”xxiv Additionally, due to the 

low budget nature of most pornographic films, they are shot on location rather than on 

set, providing historic footage of many places that have seldom been recorded on film.  

Parr’s collection of pornography and erotica is extensive and dates back to the 

early 1900s, proving particularly useful for those seeking historic footage of 

pornographic films. Speaking on his collection of adult films, Parr emphasizes their 

artistic value, as well as their role in documenting social history. His range of materials 

speaks to how diverse a collection of adult material can be, a fact that is not often 

recognized when one is thinking of pornographic materials. “Some of the films from the 

1960s and 70s have pretty developed story lines, reasonably good acting, good musical 

scores, fairly high production values. Some of those can be interesting, just because they 

tell us different stories. And there was a golden age of adult cinema, and there was a 

time when people thought that would be an alternative medium instead of just straight 

pornography. There are [also] stag films that are just basically meant to be pornography, 

which [are] basically just meant to stimulate people sexually and nothing else,  . . . [but 

the] burlesque, some of the adult films, [and erotic animation], they were able to exist 

on many different levels.”xxv While modern adult films are obviously widely available 

online or on DVD, vintage titles are some of the most ill preserved films that exist. Many 

have either fallen out of copyright or were never copyrighted to begin with due to the 

nature of the adult film industry, so the holdings of production companies were 

abandoned after they lost commercial value, then further abandoned by institutions that 

did not want to house questionable materials.  
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Educational and industrial films retained by Parr and other small archives also 

fall into the realm of the supposedly valueless. Within his large collection of educational 

films, that he supposes would have ended up in a dumpster had he not taken them, Skip 

Elsheimer has a specific interest in health education films that taught children about 

STDs. These films may sound tame, but they prove to be somewhat shocking when 

viewed by modern audiences. Educational films expounding on sexually transmitted 

diseases are often quite severe in a current context and truly mirror societal norms of 

their time. Speaking on “VD movies,” Elsheimer notes, “In the '40s and '50s, the 

emphasis was on the destruction of the family. If you have sex, you'll get syphilis, you'll 

go crazy, or you'll be sterile and you'll let down the American family ideal. By the '70s, 

the movies were saying, you're out there, you have sex, so go get yourself checked out, 

OK?"xxvi In his online film archive, Elsheimer has some of these videos available for 

viewing; for instance, “Innocent Party” from 1959 where a doctor warns that a female 

with syphilis left untreated could “go insane or become a hopeless cripple”xxvii or “VD 

Questions, VD Answers” from 1972.xxviii These educational films were deemed worthless 

and were being discarded by the state. Elsheimer admits that he initially thought his 

films were funny and somewhat corny but realized their historical importance after 

repeat viewings. His screenings now give audiences reason to examine generational 

shifts, proving to be a true record of our country’s social history.  

  Some of Parr’s favorite material that is especially revealing historically is his large 

collection of outtakes. Parr said he is “more interested in what somebody left in the can, 

what someone left on the cutting room floor than what they put out because sometimes 

people leave the best stuff on the floor when they cut it. Now, with digital technology, 

people just erase it, so you don’t really know what was shot . . . you just know what they 
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make available.”xxix Until their recent, newfound use as extra features on DVDs, 

corporate archives did not spend much time or money preserving outtakes, and 

traditional film archives typically neglect outtakes as they lay outside of what a director 

considered the original finished film. But as one watches multiple takes of a scene, the 

viewer is able to glean what exactly the producers were attempting to capture. 

Surrounding frames that were cut can also provide context for the scenes that are 

depicted in the final product, whether it be the conditions under which they filmed, 

edited context for an official statement, or set up of scenes that gives a new meaning to 

history.  

Parr has outtakes in his collection of Hollywood films and newsreel outtakes that 

“provide  . . . a reference point for what the real meaning of a film might be.”xxx He 

suggests that by watching outtake reels of interviews, multiple takes of one question 

often reveal the intended focus of the interview and, at times, the ignorance of the 

person conducting the interview who is usually a member of a reputable news source.xxxi 

Parr’s footage of protests and newsreel outtakes from San Francisco in the 1960s and 

1970s provided Gus Van Sant’s feature film, Milk, with an accurate context for its 

narrative. The archival footage in the film portrayed the gravity of the escalating 

tensions in San Francisco’s Castro neighborhood during the time when the film’s 

subject, Harvey Milk, was taking action to affect change in local politics and the gay 

community.  

 Parr’s collection is also home to “odd home movies and films documenting 

mundane activities”xxxii that are of no particular note to collections formed by or about 

prominent citizens or even specific localities, but they document daily life of Americans, 

creating a connection for the viewer. Warren Roberts, an early scholar of folklore, called 
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this “‘looking at the overlooked,’ . . . ‘the overlooked’ referr[ing] to modest houses, tools, 

and other everyday artifacts that can reveal how the majority  . . . [of Americans] had 

really lived. He believed that historians and others had more than sufficiently 

documented the wealthy and influential [five] percent[; the artifacts of the American 

majority were] not often prized or widely seen as valuable.xxxiii  While the preservation of 

home movies in film archives is receiving an increasing amount of attention at present, 

historically, “[j]ournalists value amateur tapes only when they [record major] events 

missed by professionals. And amateur video is only slowly entering the awareness of 

many of those whose mission is to record and preserve the artifacts of our time.”xxxiv  

 Scholars who study home movies often approach their analyses as an examination 

of the domestic sphere. Richard Chaflen, a scholar of home photography, refers to this 

new process of familiar communication as  “home mode” that is “not a genre of amateur 

cultural production, but rather an exhibition space where self-produced materials are 

shown to the intended audience of family and close friends.”xxxv What individuals choose 

to film for exhibition provides a pattern for study; the types of scenes filmed for home 

movies remain relatively consistent across a broad number of years and between 

regions. Viewing these films on a large scale provides an inventory of celebrations, daily 

activities, and familial roles occupied by families. This inventory can be used to study 

“how conventions, sanctions, and related behaviors change diachronically—throughout 

time—and how technical, social and cultural factors contribute to such changes.”xxxvi 

Home movie production began in the early 20th century, so an analysis of change in 

domestic and community life can be achieved with access to a broad sampling of films. 

Familiar memory may also be examined in home movies as families are affectively 

choosing what images will comprise their memories by choosing what to film. This 
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raises questions of manipulated memory. Although home movies are usually unedited, 

therefore avoid manipulation that occurs in the editing process, they typically document 

only happy occasions in a family’s life. Christmas, Easter, birthdays, graduations, 

parties, playtime in the yard comprise most of what is depicted in home movies. A study 

of the home movies Parr describes as “odd” or “shot for apparently no reason” could be 

useful in examining scenes of domestic life not typically found in these amateur films.  

 Using amateur films, diachronic studies of behavior as well as home movie 

filmmaking and production can be assessed. Ryan Shand argues that nonfiction 

amateur films are a “useful source of visual evidence . . . in which [a] historian [can 

examine] footage of, say, a place, then [can compare] it to film of that same area thirty 

years later. This process reveals the changes, not just in film style, but the diachronic 

changes that the passage of time has had on the landscape.”xxxvii This type of evidence 

coincides with the principles of records and value upon which archival theory was 

founded. 

 Commercials preserved in archives such as Oddball can be used to study nostalgia 

and its effects on the public. Parr’s collections of commercials range from the 1940s to 

the 1980s. In a time when the public is constantly bombarded with product placement 

and not-so-subtle marketing strategies, it is difficult to think of commercials as valuable, 

but historic advertisements fill in cultural gaps left by most archives and museums. As 

Parr puts it, commercials are not a straightforward historical record; “what’s projected 

in commercials isn’t really what [was] going on, it is what they want[ed] you to think is 

what’s going on”xxxviii. And so a commercial, to some effect (if this discourse may be 

allowed to become meta for a moment), is a portrayal of an ideal portrayal of our 

culture.  
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 Parr sees his commercial collections as documentation of how products appeal to 

the mainstream, reflecting what was popular at the time it was made. “If somebody is 

selling washing machines, they are going to sell them one way in the 40s and 50s and 

they are going to sell them another way in the 70s,” appealing to the desires of 

housewives of the era. Watching these commercials vary throughout the years, one can 

see the use of comparison in advertisements to instill a sense of liberation or change in 

the role of the housewife. One can also note the use of nostalgia in images of the 

American nuclear family, a familial ideal that may again be achieved if the viewer 

purchases the product being advertised. The process of using nostalgia in commercials 

employs the powerful nature of memory; nostalgia is not a recollection of history, but a 

recollection of an ideal history. It is easy to recognize this marketing tactic as we watch 

commercials. A nostalgia for simpler, happier times pervades the viewing of these 

advertisements, although the simplicity and happiness we remember through that 

footage is perhaps not an accurate memory. 

 Archivists such as Parr often refer to their collections as the material that rounds 

out the full picture, finding “images that fill the cracks of culture like cement.”xxxix These 

small institutions pick up these materials and have the foresight to preserve them, filling 

in the gaps in our culture that are present in large public archives. The lack of foresight 

in film collecting can be seen as far back as silent pictures that were discarded after their 

initial commercial run; it was only later that the film community realized what had been 

lost and made efforts to collect and salvage what was remaining of their film history. 

Similarly, gay films and cartoons, erotic animation, early exploitation and blaxploitation 

films, and African-American films all document minorities and subcultures that make 

up significant sectors of our citizenry but are neglected by public film archives. The 
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representations of these marginalized groups, as well as marginalized mediums and art 

genres, in the collections of all archives contribute to a more inclusive memory. 

 

Conclusion 

 With the rise of YouTube and other video hosting websites, the question of where 

these small archives fit in becomes even more complex. Parr does plan to put some of 

his material on the Internet Archive, but he maintains the importance of the material 

being on film. The quality of a digital copy still does not compare to that of a 35mm or 

small gauge film. What will make these small archives a mainstay despite orphan films 

being uploaded online is that the archivists know their collections. They know the 

material, the content, how to preserve them, and how to keep them accessible.  They 

love their films; all of the archivists interviewed for this paper literally live with their 

collections, and among their thousands of films, each of them still has favorites. The 

work these archives do in rounding out our cultural history is invaluable, a fact that will 

likely become more prevalent as years go by and the true worth of their materials 

emerges.  

 As new technology, digital methods of preservation, and online repositories 

progress, the face of archives will continue to change and incorporate new 

methodologies and types of organizations. What it means to be an archive has already 

begun to change, and the definition will continue to expand. Oddball’s work in 

preservation plays an essential role in documenting a more thorough history of our 

culture, holding a collection that attempts to complete our cultural identities in ways 

mainstream or public archives do not. Considering the severity of budget cuts for 

libraries and archives, Oddball’s dependence on licensing fees to survive may be an 
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avenue that is necessary for other small, private archives to travel. Coupled with already 

existing screening programs, if some material were unrestricted for use, there could be a 

compromise on the ethics of access. Access questions aside, Oddball Film + Video 

Archive does prove to be an archive by maintaining control over its materials, ensuring 

their long-term preservation, and contributing to screenings, publications, and outreach 

programs. It performs a service to its community by holding materials that expose 

nuances in our culture and is an integral part of the archival community.  
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